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ABSTRACT
Combining multiple source information can often lead to im-
proved performance on the learning task. Information from
di↵erent sources could potentially compensate the missing
information in a single source. However, designing an ef-
fective combining scheme is not always straightforward in
practice. This paper aims to combine information from mul-
tiple social media websites to enhance the co-clustering per-
formance of two types of objects (social media objects and
users) in one social network, since users could leave foot-
prints across di↵erent social media websites, such as Twit-
ter, Foursquare, etc. Data generated from multiple heteroge-
neous sources can be casted in a multi-view setting. Specif-
ically, we construct relationship matrix as relationship view

and features of each individual object from di↵erent sources
as di↵erent feature views. In previous work, features be-
sides relationship matrix were added to co-clustering in the
following manners: di↵erent features are taken indiscrimi-
nately; those features act as hard constraints to force final
co-clusters agree with these constraints. A co-regularized
collaborative co-clustering model (Co-CoClust) is proposed
to simultaneously perform co-clustering on relationship view

and clustering on multiple feature views. In this frame-
work, features from di↵erent sources are treated discrimi-
nately since they are divided into separate views and uti-
lized based on the distance from relationship matrix. Co-
regularization technique is introduced to impose a common
constraint between co-clustering and clusterings such that
relationship matrix and feature matrix are unified. By alter-
nating minimization, results of co-clustering and clustering
from di↵erent views are iteratively optimized. Therefore, co-
clustering results are improved by leveraging multiple source
information. The proposed algorithm proves its e↵ective-
ness in social media datasets and traditional document-word
datasets.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.2.1 [Numerical Algorithms and Problems]: Compu-
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Figure 1: Two examples of Connected social networks
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1. INTRODUCTION
It becomes prevalent that multiple types of objects co-

exist in social networks. Social media websites such as Twit-
ter, Foursquare naturally contain at least two types of ob-
jects. One is social media objects, for example, tweet, re-
view, video, point of interest (POI), while the other is users.
User object is unique compared with other social media ob-
jects as they conduct a series of actions in social media web-
sites. Specifically, they create text, image, video in social
media websites; they interact with each other by following
or liking; they also play with social media objects, for ex-
ample, commenting on posts, retweeting tweets, checking in
POIs, and sharing videos and photos. Co-clustering model
groups two types of closely related objects at the same time.
Utilizing co-clustering model to analyze social media data
has several advantages. The co-clustering model is able to
preserve meaningful relationships between social media ob-
jects and users. It also enhances recommendation which is
the most important task in social media services by produc-
ing groups of social media objects and groups of users with
similar preference.
Linking di↵erent accounts together has become a routine

in social networks. In Figure 1, we show two examples of
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